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Empowering your company with the finest people! 

 

Search #926 Manager Business Development 
 

 
The Organization 

Our client is a diversified, growth-oriented Public Canadian Energy Production Company with funding in 
place. Backed by private investment, the organization has growth plans through acquisition, farm ins and 
development. The company will invest prudently with an aggressive 3 year plan.   
 
 

Why Consider This Role? 
 This is an excellent opportunity if you’re interested in working for an entrepreneurial Canadian 

company. The management and shareholder track record of success in starting and building small 
organizations into larger ones is enviable.   

 Your expertise is a key part to the decision-making process. 
 You will have impact on the Company; the visibility provides for personal & professional upside. 

Team Dynamics 

 
As the leader of a multidisciplinary approach, the Manager BD will report to the President. You will work 
directly with finance, engineering, land, G&G and management ensuring optimizing and leveraging the 
acquisitions and championing development.   

Activities and  

Responsibilities 

 Hands on technical and commercial analysis of assets, contracts and opportunities. 
 This will include directly locating deal opportunities through industry contacts, your relationships 

and other sources. 
 There are no easy acquisitions. You’ll utilize your business and technical skills working with the 

engineers, land and G&G to identify problems and recommend solutions to make an acquisition 
work.  

 Responsible for all commercial activities as they pertain to contracts and A&D. 

 

Experience 

You will be qualified by having 12-15 years of progressive engineering experience in conventional oil/gas 
with a minimum of 7 years of BD related skills. In your history, you have developed your skills in technical 
knowledge of reservoir development, optimizing production, developing a “trap line” of future targets, 
commercial analysis/negotiating. With excellent communication & interpersonal skills, you have a natural 
leadership ability to foster a cooperative, results oriented work ethic while working with multiple 
stakeholders. You have initiated your well thought out ideas into a track record of adding value. You possess 
an energetic style, attention to detail, lead by example and have a desire to get down to work. The skills 
to motivate others and produce results come from years of building relationships, listening and including 
peers and direct reports. This has been key in meeting/exceeding targets in timeframes to manage 
competing deadline requirements. Your creativity has reflected both in your personal and career 
development, and your early promotions into key positions.   
 
 

To Advance Your Career Reply in Confidence To 

Trevor Johnstone (403) 539-9420 trevor@jres.ca   
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